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ABSTRACT 

The early adoption of the Big Sky paradigm and the lack of debris mitigation and removal strategies have led, in 

part, to the current unsustainable development of Earth’s orbital environment.  The rise of commercial space activity 

and the increasing accessibility of space may only exacerbate debris accumulation and increase the risks to space 

assets. In addition, humans are now poised to fundamentally change their use of space in at least two ways: (1) 

expanding activity on and around the Moon (through the Lunar Orbital Platform-Gateway and many proposed 

commercial missions) and (2) extracting resources from near-Earth asteroids.  Unless steps are taken to guide the 

sustainable development of these new domains, human activity could unintentionally create entirely new stressors 

on the orbital debris environment, for instance, by altering meteoroid fluxes through the creation of asteroid debris 

streams.   

Asteroid mining is not a distant prospect. Building on the earlier mission Hayabusa, two spacecraft (Hayabusa2 and 

OSIRIS-REx) have recently rendezvoused with near-Earth asteroids and will return samples to Earth. While there is 

significant science motivation for these missions, there are also commercial interests. Space agencies and 

commercial entities are particularly interested in ices and water-bearing minerals that could be used to produce 

rocket fuel in deep space.  The internationally-coordinated roadmaps of major space agencies depend on utilizing the 

natural resources of such celestial bodies.  Several companies have already created plans for intercepting and 

extracting water from near-Earth objects, as even a small asteroid could be worth trillions of dollars (based on the 

cost of lifting water from Earth’s surface).  

 

The low surface gravity of asteroids could make the release of mining waste and the subsequent formation of debris 

streams a near inevitable consequence of asteroid mining.  Strategies that have been proposed to contain material 

during water and mineral extraction might still see mining waste jettisoned to avoid transporting unwanted mass to 

processing facilities. Since all early mining targets will be near-Earth asteroids due to their orbital accessibility, 

these streams could be Earth-crossing and create risks for the Earth and lunar satellite populations, including 

Gateway.   

 

Through the use of simulations, we explore the formation of mining debris streams by directly integrating particles 

released from select NEOs that have been identified as potential early targets for asteroid mining.  Radiation effects 

are taken into account, and a range of debris sizes are explored.  The simulation results are used to investigate the 

timescales for debris stream formation, the sizes of the streams, and the potential threat to space assets through 

comparisons with naturally occurring meteoroid streams.   

 

The results of these simulations will be used to highlight astro-environmental considerations for the further 

development of international space law.  Although the 1967 Outer Space Treaty established that celestial bodies may 

not be subject to “national appropriation”, it did not foresee the commercial extraction of space resources. Based on 

one of several possible interpretations of the Outer Space Treaty, in 2015 the United States enacted domestic 

legislation according its citizens the right to possess and sell space resources. Luxembourg established its own 

domestic legal framework in 2017 and provided financial incentives for space mining companies to incorporate in 

Luxembourg. Russia has recently announced that it is exploring similar legislation. These three countries might 

regulate their companies responsibly, but how will the international community respond if space mining companies 

incorporate in flag-of-convenience states?   Will new international rules be adopted to prevent negative human-

caused changes to the space environment, or will countries subscribe to the Big Sky paradigm again? 
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